Endowed Chairs

At UC Santa Barbara, philanthropic support is central to maintaining the quality of teaching, research, and public service for which this university is known. These transformative gifts serve to honor outstanding scholars as well as attract rising stars in their respective fields; indeed, our faculty help to inspire, shape, and define excellence in teaching and research.

An endowed chair is marked by the establishment of an endowed fund, whereby the earnings from the fund serve to maximize a faculty member's potential. The State budget supports the faculty member's salary while the endowment payouts provide enrichments for the faculty member—enrichments such as research and conference funding, travel, and innovative instructional materials. These important enhancements serve to recruit and retain some of the most prominent scholars from around the world.
Endowed Chairs

Christian A. Felipe Chair in Technology Management
Technology Management Program
Christian A. Felipe, Donor
Kyle Lewis, Felipe Professor of Technology Management

Founder’s Chair in Chemical Engineering in Honor of Dr. John E. Myers
Department of Chemical Engineering
Professor Duncan H’09 and Suzanne MA’70 Mellichamp, Various Donors
M. Scott Shell, Myers Professor of Chemical Engineering

Founder’s Chair in Chemical Engineering in Honor of Dr. Robert G. Rinker
Department of Chemical Engineering
Professor Duncan H’09 and Suzanne MA’70 Mellichamp, Various Donors
Michael Gordon, Rinker Professor of Chemical Engineering

John and Eileen Gerngross Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
John ’82 and Cheryl Gerngross, Anonymous, Donors
Misha Sra, Gerngross Professor of Computer Engineering

Investment Group of Santa Barbara Founding Director of the Master’s of Technology Management Program and Duca Family Professor of Technology Management
Technology Management Program
Maurice J. Duca ’66, Donor
Paul Leonard, Duca Family Professor of Technology Management

Fred Kavli Chair in Nanotechnology
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Fred Kavli* H’05, Donor
John Bowers, Kavli Professor of Nanotechnology

Fred Kavli Chair in Optoelectronics and Sensors
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Fred Kavli* H’05, Donor

Edward Noble Kramer Chair in Materials
Department of Materials
Professor Edward J.* and Gail W. Kramer, Donors
Rachel Segalman, Kramer Professor of Materials

The Herbert Kroemer Endowed Chair in Materials Science
Materials Department
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Anonymous, and Various Donors
Chris Van de Walle, Kroemer Professor of Materials Science

Leadership Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Anonymous, Donor

Mehrabian Career Development Chairs (6)
College of Engineering
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Donors
Sriram Krishnamoorthy, Mehrabian Professor, Career Development

Mehrabian Chancellor’s Chairs (5)
College of Engineering
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Donors

Mehrabian Endowed Chair in the College of Engineering
College of Engineering
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Donors
Linda Petzold, Mehrabian Professor, College of Engineering

Mehrabian Endowed Chair in Materials
Department of Materials
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Donors
Carlos Levi, Mehrabian Professor of Materials

Mehrabian Interdisciplinary Endowed Chair
College of Engineering
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Donors
Irene Beyerlein, Mehrabian Interdisciplinary Endowed Professor

Mehrabian Presidential Chair in Engineering
College of Engineering
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Donors

Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp Chair in Process Control
Department of Chemical Engineering
Professor Duncan H’09 and Suzanne MA’70 Mellichamp, Donors
James Rawlings, Mellichamp Professor of Process Control

Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp Endowed Chair in Systems Engineering
Department of Chemical Engineering
Professor Duncan H’09 and Suzanne MA’70 Mellichamp, Donors
Michael Doherty, Mellichamp Professor of Systems Engineering

Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation Chair in Functional Materials
Department of Materials
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor
Glenn Fredrickson, Mitsubishi Professor of Functional Materials

Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation Chair in Solid State Lighting and Displays
Department of Materials
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor
Steven P. DenBaars, Mitsubishi Professor of Solid State Lighting and Displays

Venkatesh Narayanamurti Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Karl Lopker* ’73 and Pamela Meyer Lopker ’77, Donors
Xifeng Yan, Narayanamurti Professor of Computer Science

Warren and Katharine Schlinger Distinguished Professorship in Chemical Engineering
Department of Chemical Engineering
Warren and Katharine Schlinger Foundation, Donor
Rachel Segalman, Schlinger Professor of Chemical Engineering

Cliff R. Scholle Chair in Chemical Engineering
Department of Chemical Engineering
Cliff Scholle, Donor

Seoul Optodevice Chair in Solid State Lighting
Department of Materials
Seoul Optodevice Corporation, Donor
James Speck, Seoul Optodevice Professor of Solid State Lighting

Stansbury Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Tayloe and Cynthia Stansbury, Anonymous, Donors

Donald W. Whittier Chair in Electrical Engineering
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
The Mericos Foundation, Donor
Umesh Mishra, Whittier Professor of Electrical Engineering

Fred and Linda R. Wudl Chair in Materials Science
Department of Materials
Professor Fred and Dr. Linda R. Wudl, Donors
Ram Seshadri, Fred and Linda R. Wudl Professor of Materials Science
Endowed Chairs

Zhu Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Dr. Hongjun Zhu ’03 and Jing Wang ’98,
Dr. Huican Zhu ’00, Anonymous, Donors

College of Letters & Science

Günter and June Ahlers Chair in Experimental Physics
Department of Physics
Professor Günter and June* Ahlers, Donors
Zvonimir Dogic, Ahlers Professor in Experimental Physics

King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud Chair in Islamic Studies
Department of History
The Saudi Royal Family, Donors
Adam Sabra, King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud Professor of Islamic Studies

Alec P. Alexander Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Dr. Walter* H’12 and Thelma Mead, Donors

The Argyropoulos Endowed Chair in Hellenic Studies
Department of Classics
James Argyropoulos, Sarah Argyropoulos, Donors
Helen Morales, Argyropoulos Professor of Hellenic Studies

Jody and John Arnhold Director of Performance in Theater and Dance
Department of Theater and Dance
John ’75 and Jody Arnhold, Arnhold Foundation, Donors
Irwin Appel, Jody and John Arnhold Director of Performance in Theater and Dance

John P. Arnhold Presidential Chair in English
Department of English
John ’75 and Jody Arnhold, Arnhold Foundation, Donors
Elizabeth Cook, Department Chair and Arnhold Professor of English

Richard F. Aster, Jr. Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Richard F. Aster, Jr. *63,’65, Donor

José Miguel de Barandiarán Chair in Basque Studies
Department of Spanish and Portuguese
Ministry of Culture of the Autonomous Basque Government in Spain, the Federation of Basque-Navarrese Savings and Loan, Donors
Viola Miglio, Barandiarán Professor of Basque Studies

Bedrosian Coyne Presidential Chair in Neuroscience
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Karen Bedrosian Coyne ’91 and Ted Coyne, John and Judith Bedrosian, Donors
Scott Grafton, Bedrosian Coyne Presidential Professor of Neuroscience

Bertelsen Presidential Chair in Technology and Society
Letters & Science, Center for Information Technology and Society (CITS)
Mark ’66 and Susan ’67 Bertelsen, Donors
Joseph Walther, Bertelsen Presidential Professor of Information Technology and Society

Leonard Broom Chair in Demography
Letters & Science, Broom Center for Demography
Professor Leonard* and Gretchan* Broom, Donors
Shelly Lundberg, Broom Professor of Demography

John Carbon Chair in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Amgen Foundation, William K. Bowes, Jr. Foundation, Franklin and Catherine Johnson Foundation, and the Rathmann Family Foundation, Donors

Virgil Cordano OFM Chair in Catholic Studies
Department of Religious Studies
Charles Schwab, Charles* and Harriet* Burke, Richard and Marguerite Berti, and the Franciscan Friars, Donors
Christine Thomas, Cordano Professor of Catholic Studies

Dorothy and Sherrill C. Corwin Chair in Music Composition
Department of Music
Bruce H’97 and Toni Corwin, Donors
João Pedro Oliveira, Corwin Professor of Music Composition

The XIVth Dalai Lama Chair in Tibetan Buddhism and Cultural Studies
Department of Religious Studies
Various Donors
José Ignacio Cabezón, XIVth Dalai Lama Professor of Tibetan Buddhism and Cultural Studies

Jack and Laura Dangermond Chair in Geography
Department of Geography
Jack and Laura Dangermond, Donors
Trisalyn Nelson, Jack and Laura Dangermond Professor of Geography

Dehlsen Chair in Environmental Studies
Department of Environmental Studies
James G. P. and Deanna C. Dehlsen, Donors
David Pellow, Dehlsen Professor of Environmental Studies

Michael Douglas Dean of Humanities and Fine Arts Chair
Division of Humanities and Fine Arts
Michael K. Douglas ’68, Donor
Daina Ramey Berry, Michael Douglas Dean of Humanities and Fine Arts

Robert and Patricia Duggan Chair I in Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Robert Duggan ’66, Trish Duggan ’66, Donors
Denise Montell, Duggan Professor of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences

Robert and Patricia Duggan Chair II in Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Robert Duggan ’66, Trish Duggan ’66, Donors
Craig Montell, Duggan Professor of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences

Janet and Ian Duncan Chair in Actuarial Science
Department of Statistics and Applied Probability
Janet and Ian Duncan, Donors
Dr. Gareth Peters, Janet and Ian Duncan Professor of Actuarial Science

Virgil Elings Endowed Chair in Quantum Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Betty Elings Wells H’10, Donor
Ania Bleszynski-Jayich, Elings Professor of Quantum Science
Endowed Chairs

Robert & Liisa Erickson Presidential Chair in English
Department of English
John ’75 and Jody Arnhold, Arnhold Foundation, Donors
Ben Olguin, Robert and Liisa Erickson Presidential Professor of English

Marsha and Jay Glazer Chair in Jewish Studies
Department of Religious Studies
Jay and Marsha Glazer, Donors
Elliot Wolfson, Glazer Professor of Jewish Studies

Roy and Janet Hardiman Interdisciplinary Chair in Molecular Biology
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Roy ’81,’83 and Janet Hardiman, Donors

Jeff Henley Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Jeff ’66 and Judy H’09 Henley, Donors
Finn E. Kydland, Henley Professor of Economics
2004 Nobel Prize in Economics

Lai Ho and Wu Cho-liu Chair in Taiwan Studies
Department of East Asian Languages and Cultural Studies
The Taiwanese American Foundation of San Diego, Various Donors
Kuo-Ch’ing Tu, Lai Ho and Wu Cho-liu Professor of Taiwan Studies

Blair Hull Chair in Women’s Studies
Department of Feminist Studies
M. Blair Hull ’65, Donor
Eileen Boris, Hull Professor of Women’s Studies

Kundan Kaur Kapany Chair in Sikh Studies
Department of Global and International Studies
Dr. Narinder* and Satinder Kapany, Donors
Anshu Malhotra, Kapany Professor of Sikh Studies

E. Khashoggi Industries, LLC Chair in Letters and Science
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
Esmay and Layla Khashoggi, Donors
Galen D. Stucky, Khashoggi Professor of Materials Chemistry

Louis G. Lancaster Chair in International Relations
Department of Political Science
Louis* H’89 and Winifred* H’89 Lancaster, Donors

Luis Leal Chair in Chicana and Chicano Studies
Department of Chicana and Chicano Studies
Various Donors
Aida Hurtado, Leal Professor of Chicana and Chicano Studies

SAGE Sara Miller McCune Dean of Social Sciences Chair
Division of Social Sciences
SAGE Publications, Donor
Charles Hale, SAGE Sara Miller McCune Dean of Social Sciences

Robert M. Norris Presidential Chair in Earth Science
Department of Earth Science
Alex ’76 and Claudia ’75 Webster, Dr. Douglas and Rachel Burbank, Susan L. Dougherty ’94, Donors
David Valentine, Robert M. Norris Presidential Professor of Earth Science

North Hall Chair I
Department of Sociology
Waverly Duck, North Hall Professor of Sociology

North Hall Chair II
Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences

North Hall Chair III
Department of Linguistics

Maxwell C. and Mary Pellish Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Colonel Maxwell C.* and Mary* Pellish, Donors
Ryan Oprea, Maxwell C. and Mary Pellish Professor of Economics

Aaron and Cherie Raznick Endowed Chair
Department of Economics
Aaron* H’88 and Cherie Raznick, Donors
Theodore C. Bergstrom, Raznick Professor of Economics

J. F. Rowny Chair in Comparative Religions
Department of Religious Studies
The Rowny Foundation, Donor

J. F. Rowny Chair in Religion and Society
Department of Religious Studies
The Rowny Foundation, Donor

Arthur N. Rupe Chair in the Social Effects of Mass Communication
Department of Communication
Arthur N. Rupe H’08, Donor
Ronald E. Rice, Rupe Professor of the Social Effects of Mass Communication

Arent and Jean Schuyler Chair in Environmental Studies
Department of Environmental Studies
Professor Arent H. Schuyler, Jr.* ’61 and Jean K. Schuyler* H’13, Donors
Carla D’Antonio, Schuyler Professor of Environmental Studies

International Shinto Foundation Chair in Shinto Studies
Department of East Asian Languages and Cultural Studies
International Shinto Foundation, Donor
Fabio Rambelli, Shinto Foundation Professor

Charles A. Storke II Chair in Ecology, Evolution, and Marine Biology
Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Marine Biology
Charles A. Storke II*, Donor
Armand Kuris, Storke Professor of Ecology, Evolution, and Marine Biology

Charles A. Storke II Chair in Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Charles A. Storke II*, Donor

Koichi Takashima Chair in Japanese Cultural Studies
Department of East Asian Languages and Cultural Studies
Kyoei Steel Corporation, Donor
Sabine Frühstück, Takashima Professor of Japanese Cultural Studies

Anne and Michael Towbes Graduate Dean Chair
Graduate Division
Michael Towbes* H’11 and Anne Smith Towbes H’20, Donors
Leila Rupp, Interim Anne and Michael Towbes Graduate Dean

Bhagvan Vimalnath Endowed Chair in Jain Studies
Department of Religious Studies
Drs. Meera and Jasvant Modi, Rita and Dr. Narendra Parson, and Raksha and Harshad Shah, Donors
Endowed Chairs

Anton Vonk Chair in Environmental Politics
Department of Political Science
Anton Vonk* MA'05 and Dr. Diane L. Boss, Donors
Leah Stokes, Vonk Associate Professor of Environmental Politics

Richard Whited Chair in Interdisciplinary Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Dr. Richard* '63,'69 and Paula Whited, Donors

Wilcox Family Chair in BioMedicine
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Drs. Gary* '69,'72 and Susan '70,'72,'75 Wilcox, Donors
Dennis Clegg, Wilcox Professor of BioMedicine

Wilcox Family Chair in Biotechnology
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Drs. Gary* '69,'72 and Susan '70,'72,'75 Wilcox, Donors
Joel Rothman, Wilcox Professor of Biotechnology

Wilcox Family Chair in Entrepreneurial Economics
Department of Economics
Drs. Gary* '69,'72 and Susan '70,'72,'75 Wilcox, Donors

Wilcox Family Presidential Chair in Molecular Biology
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Drs. Gary* '69,'72 and Susan '70,'72,'75 Wilcox, Donors

Dick Wolf Director of the Carsey-Wolf Center and Presidential Chair in Media Studies
Carsey-Wolf Center, Film & Media Studies
Dick A. Wolf, Donor
Patrice Petro, Dick Wolf Director of the Carsey-Wolf Center and Presidential Chair in Media Studies

Susan and Bruce Worster Chair in Experimental Physics
Department of Physics
Susan Worster '70 and Bruce Worster PhD '71, Donors

Susan and Bruce Worster Chair for the Dean of Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Susan Worster '70 and Bruce Worster PhD '71, Donors
Pierre Wiltzius, Dean and Worster Professor of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences

Pat and Joe Yzurdiaga Chair in Experimental Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Pat and Joe* Yzurdiaga, Donors
Joe Incandela, Yzurdiaga Professor of Experimental Science

Gevirtz Graduate School of Education
Michael M. Gerber Chair in Instructional Innovation & Technology for Exceptional Children
Gevirtz Graduate School of Education
Anonymous, Donors

Jules Zimmer Dean's Chair in the Gevirtz Graduate School of Education
Anonymous, Donor
Jeffrey Milem, Jules Zimmer Dean of the Gevirtz Graduate School of Education

Interdisciplinary
Bruker Endowed Chair in Engineering and the Sciences
College of Engineering and Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Bruker Corporation, Donor
Ania Jayich, Bruker Professor of Engineering and the Sciences

Ruth Garland Chair for the Director of the Center for Stem Cell Biology and Engineering
Department of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
William K. Bowes, Jr. Foundation, Donor
Jamie Thomson, Ruth Garland Professor and Co-Director of the Center for Stem Cell Biology and Engineering

Alan and Ruth Heeger Chair in Interdisciplinary Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Professor Alan J. and Ruth Heeger, Donors
Craig Hawker, Heeger Professor of Interdisciplinary Science

Corporate Environmental Management Chair
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
Anonymous, Donor
Endowed Chairs

Research Institutes

Chancellor’s Chair Professor of Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Marvin Clarke* ’51, Donor
David Gross, Chancellor’s Chair Professor of Theoretical Physics
2004 Nobel Prize in Physics

Peter J. Clarke Chair for the Director of the California NanoSystems Institute
California NanoSystems Institute
Sputtered Films Corporation, Donor
Craig Hawker, Clarke Professor and Director of the California NanoSystems Institute

Carl P. Feinberg Chair in Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Carl P. Feinberg, Donor

Frederick W. Gluck Chair in Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Frederick W. Gluck, Donor
Lars Bildsten, Gluck Professor of Theoretical Physics and Director, Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics

Susan F. Gurley Chair in Theoretical Physics & Biology
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
John ’78,’83 and Meg Gurley, Donors
Boris Shraiman, Gurley Professor of Theoretical Physics and Biology

Harriman Chair in Neuroscience
Neuroscience Research Institute
Thomas J. Harriman H’17, Eleanor L. Harriman*, Donors
Kenneth Kosik, Harriman Professor of Neuroscience

La Kretz Center Director Chair
Natural Reserve System (Sedgwick Reserve)
Morton La Kretz, Linda La Kretz Duttenhaver ’77, Donors
Frank Davis, La Kretz Center Director Chair

Wayne Rosing, Simon & Diana Raab Chair in Theoretical Astrophysics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Wayne Rosing and Dorothy Largay, the TABASGO Foundation, Drs. Simon and Diana Raab, Donors

Troxel Family Chair in Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Deborah and Douglas Troxel, Donors

Pat and Joe Yzurdiaga Chair in Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Pat and Joe* Yzurdiaga, Donors
Leon Balents, Yzurdiaga Professor of Theoretical Physics

*Deceased
H = Honorary Alumni
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Every effort has been made to provide a complete and accurate listing of donors. We apologize for any omissions or errors that may have occurred. Please contact the Director of Donor Relations and Stewardship at 805-893-8244 with corrections.